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Supplementary Material 1 

1. Due-diligence comparison of present and previous conclusions 2 

1.1. Introduction to due-diligence comparisons 3 

As noted in the main text, conclusions concerning completeness-and-reliability elsewhere that differ 4 

from those of central theorems evoke a due-diligence question: where do present and prior 5 

approaches diverge, and do divergences suggest flaws in main-text reasoning? As emphasized in the 6 

main text, material below addressing due-diligence concerns is not part of main-text demonstrations 7 

of central results, notably because a case-by-case analysis would not establish kind of generality 8 

claimed for main-text conclusions. 9 

 10 

1.2. Structure and scope of due-diligence efforts 11 

1.2.1. Structure of due-diligence efforts 12 

Due-diligence analyses below are structured as follows. After some preliminary comments [1.3], 13 

consideration is given to the rejection of main-text results deriving from their dissonance with 14 

intuition or common-sense [1.4]. Whereas [1.4] addresses intuition-based conclusions differing from 15 

both D7-setting- and D8-setting-derived results, the two subsequent subsections [1.5-1.6] focus in 16 

turn on D8-setting-derived theorems [1.5] concerning the reliable definition of conscious experience, 17 

and D7-setting-derived theorems [1.6] concerning first-person-report empiricism (assuming 18 

conscious-experiential definition is possible, despite D8-setting problems).  Comparisons of D8-19 

setting-derived theorems in [1.5] with views elsewhere are divided into two themes. First [1.5.1], 20 

alternative views concerning the need for or nature of definition-of-consciousness-research are 21 

discussed [1.5.1.1-1.5.1.6]. Second [1.5.2], various specific conclusions at odds with the contents of 22 

D8-derived T5, T6, and T7 are considered [1.5.2.1-1.5.2.3].  23 

Although due-diligence analyses of D8-derived results [1.5] will not identify any deficiencies in 24 

main-text reasoning, nevertheless one feasible response to definition-of-conscious-experience 25 

problems is to set them aside in hope of some later zeroth-order solution, a strategy that will be 26 

termed (attempted) “viability-under-temporary-D8-suspension” [1.6.1]. (Notably, this kind of 27 

response might intend to avoid the obvious alternative response to D8-derived results, namely virtue-28 

of-s-probing empiricism. Intentions of this kind might in turn be evoked by a desire to preserve 29 

specific metaphysical stances not consistent with virtue-of-s-coupling.) If viability-under-30 

temporary-D8-suspension can be achieved, then proponents of various metaphysical stances might 31 

hope to advance consciousness research in a tentative manner until two kinds of future advance 32 

materialize: first, the zeroth-order innovation required to resolve definition-of-consciousness is 33 

found; and second, the particular metaphysical stance they prefer is proven correct (or the field 34 

comes to appreciate the correctness of existing arguments purporting to establish particular-stance 35 

dominance). If successful, this style of approach would contradict the overall tenor of main-text 36 

results, namely that the field cannot avoid direct engagement with virtue-of-s issues be achieved in 37 

the short-run, i.e. in the current absence of zeroth-order innovations whose existence and time-to-38 

construct are currently irreducibly uncertain. Subsection [1.6] can be construed as explanation for 39 

why this “overall tenor” in fact holds; justification will be given via a class-by-class examination of 40 

currently-available metaphysical stances, grouped into three categories: identity and identity-like 41 
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theories [1.6.2]; functionalist views [1.6.3]; and other (non-identity-like and non-functionalist) 42 

stances [1.6.4].  43 

Subsections [1.4], [1.5], and [1.6] discuss main-text-alternative conclusions following respectively 44 

from intuitive considerations, D8-setting definitional views, and D7-like approaches contingent on 45 

some as-yet unknown resolution of D8-derived problems. A totally-comprehensive review will be 46 

completed by analyzing two other domains in which main-text-dissenting views might lead to 47 

alternative conclusions, namely developments related to theories-of-consciousness [1.7], and the 48 

variety of experimental approaches available to consciousness research [1.8]. 49 

 50 

1.2.2. Scope: large and diverse literature 51 

Because the consciousness-research literature is large and diverse, there is the risk that case-by-case 52 

analyses below omit specific works that in fact establish serious problems for main-text reasoning. 53 

To mitigate this risk, standard works that intend comprehensive coverage have been employed to 54 

cross-check completeness concerning: philosophy of mind, (Chalmers, 2009; Kim, 2010); quantum 55 

theories-of-consciousness (Atmanspacher, 2011); neurobiological theories-of-consciousness (Seth, 56 

2007); and experimental methods (Seth et al., 2008, 2006). Discovery of suggestions elsewhere was 57 

not limited to these standard works, and various references here to papers not referred to in standard 58 

works itself indicates that risk-management exercises of this kind cannot be guaranteed to eliminate 59 

deficits; the author actively encourages direct communication concerning any oversights. 60 

 61 

1.2.3. Scope: primary orientation to differing conclusions elsewhere 62 

The content of due-diligence analyses is inherently oriented to conclusions elsewhere that differ from 63 

main-text results, perhaps leaving open the question of whether other publications have established 64 

similar results. Although again subject to the large-and-diverse literature risk, the author is not aware 65 

of any publications reaching precisely the same conclusions. Nevertheless, strong connections exist 66 

between the topics of main-text concern, and various previous analyses [notably (Popper and Eccles, 67 

1977; Wilkes, 1988; Elitzur, 1989; Chalmers, 1996; Rudd, 2000; Thompson and Varela, 2001; Cohen 68 

and Dennett, 2011; Gamez, 2014)]. These connections, and the nuanced differences between 69 

previous analyses and main-text views, will be highlighted in the course of due-diligence discussions 70 

below. 71 

 72 

1.3. Discussion of conclusion-ambiguous contributions 73 

Immediately-preceding comments [1.1-1.2] note that due-diligence analyses are directly evoked 74 

where prior conclusions directly contradict central theorems. In the interests of a comprehensive 75 

effort, commentary will also be given for situations where completeness-and-reliability conclusions 76 

elsewhere are ambiguous. (In a sense, ambiguity contradicts main-text theorems, because the latter 77 

indicate the current possibility of decisive statements.) Two distinct kinds of ambiguity can be 78 
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identified. 79 

 80 

1.3.1. Precise refinements of not-sufficiently-qualified conclusions 81 

The first kind of ambiguity is where a completeness-and-reliability result is claimed, without explicit 82 

clarification of whether orthodox dynamical-closure is presumed correct. Examples of this kind 83 

include (Wilkes, 1988) and (Cohen and Dennett, 2011), discussed in [1.5.2.2]. 84 

 85 

1.3.2. Clarifications of contributions implying no completeness-and-reliability concerns 86 

The second kind of ambiguity occurs when empirically-based advances in theory-discrimination are 87 

claimed, but no discussion at all is given of methodological issues evoking scientific-reliability 88 

concerns. It would be invidious to single out one or two papers for criticism in this regard, and 89 

impractical to list all publications suffering from this deficit. Instead, for each broad of class of 90 

approach discussed below (notably from [1.6.2.1] to [1.6.4.2]), general comments will be made 91 

indicating the appropriate class-contingent completeness-and-reliability conclusions, according to 92 

main-text theorems. Readers may then examine individual publications according to their class-93 

membership, to identify the analytical origin of differences (if any) from main-text conclusions. 94 

 95 

1.4. Rejection of main-text theorems based on contradiction with intuition or common-sense 96 

1.4.1. Primary response to intuitively-based rejections: use of scientific method 97 

A subjective sense that reliability can be attributed to first-person report might be taken as a direct 98 

challenge to main-text theorems. Of course, one important aspect of scientific reliability is that 99 

subjective estimations of inter-phenomenon relationships should be subject, as far as possible, to 100 

objective tests. [For example, common-sense attributions generally might be influenced by cognitive 101 

biases (Gigerenzer, 1991; Kahneman and Tversky, 1996). And care in present considerations is 102 

acutely evoked by the observation that sincere and well-trained subjects appear capable of making 103 

contradictory first-person reports (Bayne and Spener, 2010).] Because main-text analysis does in fact 104 

establish objective tests for a precisely-defined measure of reliability, the primary due-diligence 105 

response to purely subjectively-based criticisms is to orient discussions towards the role of 106 

experimental tests in scientific method. 107 

 108 

1.4.2. What kind of reliability is at issue, for intuitive responses to main-text theorems? 109 

Note that the type of reliability at issue in the main text does not directly concern the existence or 110 

otherwise of conscious experience. For example, the present author finds the existence of subjective 111 

experience undeniable, and does not consider that main-text theorems state anything at all about this 112 
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existence. (The preceding sentence is offered without any assertion or implication of expert-authority 113 

on the topic of conscious-experiential existence to be attributed to the author, but simply as an 114 

example of one subjective view subjectively-considered to be main-text consistent. Other views are 115 

possible.) What is at issue is whether any report of that experience can be given scientific reliability, 116 

relative to a generous but conventional “reliable-if-not-demonstrably-unreliable” stance and the 117 

construal of report as a meter, with concomitant reliability requirements. For example, according to 118 

central theorems, the previous statement “the present author finds the existence of subjective 119 

experience undeniable” cannot presently be given any solid or secure scientific reliability: if 120 

orthodox dynamical-closure holds, such statements are demonstrably scientifically-unreliable; 121 

according to main-text theorems, if virtue-of-s coupling (and certain other conditions) pertain, such 122 

statements can be scientifically-reliable; and, in the current absence of definitive resolution between 123 

these two cases, the scientific-reliability status of such statements is indeterminate. (An attribution of 124 

indeterminacy involves a minor but uncontroversial extension to “reliable-if-not-demonstrably-125 

unreliable”: indeterminacy pertains if experiments exist that can arbitrate between demonstrably-126 

unreliable and not-demonstrably-unreliable settings.) Thus, if one is restricted to scientifically-127 

reliable statements, main-text results indicate that currently one may not speak in any way (Wilkes, 128 

1988) of conscious experience (even internally, to oneself; limitations on “speaking of” conscious 129 

experience of course includes limitations on writing about, pointing to, or stating equations 130 

concerning, conscious experience). Contradiction with intuition or common-sense, then, means that 131 

such limitations on scientifically-reliable speaking are found by virtue of one’s own subjective 132 

experience to be inherently paradoxical or self-evidently false. 133 

 134 

1.4.3. Basis for responses to intuitively-based rejections beyond “orient-to-scientific-method”  135 

Because a full account of implications from central theorems does involve modes of responding to 136 

ones’ own experience that might be unusual (as is perhaps indicated by [1.4.2]), and because 137 

interpretation of ones’ own experience is likely to be psychologically fundamental, it could be 138 

necessary to provide detailed response [1.4.4-1.4.6] to apparent intuitive contradictions, beyond the 139 

simple reorient-to-scientific method suggestion of [1.4.1]. Failure to give detailed response to 140 

alternative conclusions deriving from intuitive-contradictions might contribute to the rejection of 141 

central theorems simply on the unconscious grounds that they are too dissonant (Festinger, 1957) 142 

with core psychology. [Unconscious dynamics can provide useful information (Gladwell, 2007). But 143 

scientific consideration is conventionally based, at least in principle, on reasoning that can be 144 

publically disclosed, thus making it available for scrutiny e.g. on grounds of rationality.] 145 

An alternative motivation for more detailed considerations in [1.4.4-1.4.6] of intuitively-based 146 

objections to main-text theorems can be found in the following line of reasoning. If it were true that 147 

main-text theorems established the inability to reliably perform science of any kind, a curious kind of 148 

undecidable-status would pertain to the suggestion that intuitive objections to main-text results be 149 

met with a return-to-scientific-method (because main-text results would then also show that no 150 

reliable scientific method could be established). More directly, any main-text contradiction of the 151 

ability to do science would also seem to be a contradiction of de facto scientific advances, thus 152 

suggesting flaws somewhere in main-text arguments. Immediately-following developments therefore 153 

begin [1.4.4] with an assessment of the objection that main-text results contradict the existence of 154 
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science itself.  155 

(Note that main-text theorems as a collection describe both orthodox-closure and virtue-of-s- 156 

coupling possibilities for natural order, so that theorems by themselves do not assert anything about 157 

the actual character of dynamical couplings in our Universe; instead, they identify methodological 158 

consequences following from various alternative coupling-possibilities. Concerns about the capacity 159 

to do science under main-text reasoning only acutely arise under a presumption of orthodox 160 

dynamical-closure. Thus, one response to “main-text theorems invalidate the capacity to do science” 161 

is to emphasize the orthodox-closure contingency for such a claim: if orthodox-closure pertains and if 162 

main-text theorems did contradict de-facto-existence of scientific progress, a logical alternative to 163 

falsity of main-text reasoning would simply be to conclude that virtue-of-s- coupling must pertain. 164 

Nevertheless, the objective of due-diligence work is to address as many concerns related to main-text 165 

reasoning as are appropriate: developments below show that, despite any intuitions to the contrary, 166 

main-text reasoning does not contradict de-facto-existence of scientific progress under orthodox 167 

dynamical-closure.) 168 

 169 

1.4.4. Contradiction of ability to do science 170 

The primary objective of this subsection is to show that main-text theorems do not invalidate the 171 

basic progress of (not-directly-conscious-experience-related) science, under orthodox-closure. This 172 

demonstration will involve the explicit construction of one internally-consistent view of scientific 173 

progress that is unaffected by those main-text conclusions that follow from an orthodox-closure 174 

premise.  175 

The following approach will be adopted. The construction of an internally-consistent view of 176 

science will be centered on the main-text identification of science as the explanation of phenomena 177 

related to one set of meter readings in terms of another set of meter readings related to fundamental 178 

physical properties. (Criticisms of this view will be considered in [1.4.4.4].)  After an introductory 179 

aside [1.4.4.1], preliminary amplification will be given of the relationship between phenomena and 180 

meter-readings [1.4.4.2]. Then [1.4.4.3] will construct an operational definition of “scientific 181 

phenomenon” that does not involve conscious experience, thus enabling a view in which the main-182 

text identification of science proceeds independently of main-text conscious-experiential theorems. 183 

 184 

1.4.4.1. Aside: what is meant by “meter-reading” 185 

Because meter-readings are central to following development, this subsection offers a parenthetic 186 

explanation of what “meter-reading” is meant to label. Consider, for example, an explanation for the 187 

biophysical basis of ion-channel activity in neural action-potentials. Here, the meter for phenomenon-188 

to-be-explained might be an apparatus measuring membrane potential, whereas the explanatory 189 

meter-readings critically include (but not be limited to) X-ray crystallographic analyses of channel 190 

structure. Thus, what is meant by explanation of meter-readings in terms of other meter-readings 191 

need not precisely correspond to main-text Figure 1’s depiction of simultaneous readings from a 192 

meter M for phenomenon-to-be-explained and from a set of meters {mi} for fundamental properties 193 
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of the relevant system . 194 

(A further terminological clarification: it should be clear that phenomena as the objects of general 195 

scientific investigation and phenomenal experience in consciousness-research comprise two distinct 196 

classes, despite common “phenomena”-letter-string word-roots. In fact, given an imminently 197 

forthcoming [1.4.4.3] operational characterization of a scientific phenomenon, a particularly poignant 198 

present question will concern the circumstances under which phenomenal experience can be viewed 199 

as a scientific phenomenon.) 200 

 201 

1.4.4.2. Pre-experimental steps: correlations between phenomena and meter-readings 202 

To evoke initial amplifications of what is meant by a scientific phenomenon, consider the illustrative 203 

example of temperature. One account of the M-{mi} construal (Figure 1A, main-text) for the 204 

explanation of temperature presumes that we have a thermometer whose method of internal function 205 

is not understood (so that we are unclear about the detailed e-causal steps leading to a particular 206 

reading), and a set of fundamental-property meters whose function is well-understood (which is 207 

required, if readings of these meters are to be trustable). If this were the case, then various different 208 

experimental preparations would certainly establish, eventually, that the readings of M can be 209 

expressed in terms of numerical equality with the average molecular kinetic energy. (In another 210 

account, functions of both kinds of meter are understood, but with respect to different conceptual 211 

bases; constructing an integrated theoretical understanding of different bases then leads to 212 

explanation, although this might involve further experiments. Finally, if both kinds of meter-function 213 

were already fully understood with respect to the same conceptual basis, an immediate explanation-214 

of-phenomenon ensues. However, neither of these accounts contradict the inter-explanation-of-meter-215 

readings conception.) 216 

One objection to the accounts just given is that the problem of temperature is not the explanation 217 

of thermometer readings: it is the extraction of a common physical property underlying a wide range 218 

of phenomena (such as phase change, radiation spectra, heat transfer, and so on). The M-{mi} 219 

construal is related to this view of the problem-of-temperature via the imagination that each sub-220 

phenomenon can be seen to correlate in a specific way with the readings of a thermometer MT (phase-221 

change measured by rigidity observations happens at constant MT-readings; radiative measurements 222 

have characteristic mathematical relationships to MT-readings; and so on). Then, explanation of MT 223 

readings in terms of {mi}-readings explains sub-phenomena, in the sense that an empirical correlation 224 

(co-occurrence) between sub-phenomena and MT-readings has already been established. 225 

This picture is meant neither as an accurate historical account nor as the advancement of a 226 

particular philosophy-of-science, but simply as an illustration of how a process of abstraction can 227 

connect meter-readings with phenomena that are not self-evidently meter-readings. However, to 228 

remedy the fact that the narrative still fails to define a phenomenon, an account of science involving 229 

an operational definition of phenomenon will be briefly given in the next subsection. This account 230 

will articulate a view of scientific and logical reasoning that does not depend at all on conscious 231 

experience: it views the brain as e.g. an orthodox e-causal computational device that is capable of 232 

logical reasoning (such as the comparison of data and theories), and conscious experience as an 233 

epiphenomenal concomitant (Huxley, 1893) of certain types of computation. (Epiphenomenalism is 234 
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often used to denote a particular substance-dual view. Here, in accord with main-text ontological 235 

agnosticism, it is used as another label for the substance-independent orthodox dynamical-closure 236 

feature of no consciousness-related innovations to microphysical law.) 237 

 238 

1.4.4.3. A truly neural stance on science 239 

Briefly, we can now construct a purely neural account of science as follows. A phenomenon is 240 

minimally two different sensory presentations (experimental observations) that put a neural network 241 

into two distinct and reproducible states (or collections of states), labeled 1 and 2 say. Another neural 242 

network is connected to a speech device (e.g. a larynx or a speech-synthesizer) which produces 243 

sound-wave expressions of the statements “Phenomenon-relevant observation 1” and “Phenomenon-244 

relevant observation 2” when the first network is respectively in state 1 or state 2. Thus, a 245 

phenomenon is defined solely in terms of neural states. One neurally-based narrative account for the 246 

process of science then views the construction of conventional meters as a way of recreating the 247 

originally-characteristic intra-brain neural-network-states in matter-organizations outside the brain. 248 

This neural stance on science further clarifies the unique status of conscious experience under 249 

orthodox dynamical-closure: in principle, any arrangement of orthodox matter can become part of a 250 

neurally-based instantiation of “a phenomenon”, because orthodox matter can couple with meters or 251 

other systems (microscopes, for example) that can in turn engender characteristic neural states via 252 

sensory transduction. But under orthodox dynamical-closure conscious experience cannot become a 253 

phenomenon: it cannot engender characteristic neural states, or any neural states at all, because it 254 

cannot (under orthodox-closure) e-causally affect matter (beyond the orthodox e-causal influences of 255 

experience-associated matter-states that are already fully included in e.g. a stimulus-report-256 

phenomenon characterization of alleged first-person-report occurrences.) 257 

 258 

1.4.4.4. “Science is more than inter–meter-reading explanation” 259 

Another kind of objection to the purely-neural account might be that human scientific endeavors are 260 

much more than simply comparing sets of meter-readings. For example, the identification of 261 

experiments-to-be-done requires extended evaluation of available theoretical and experimental 262 

information, and the construction of new hypotheses that might be described as a “creative” act. Two 263 

points support the viability of the purely-neural account as just one possible view of scientific 264 

progress. (For present purposes, we only need a single viable possibility that allows scientific 265 

progress under orthodox-closure main-text conclusions.) First, the purely-neural account does not 266 

exclude efforts beyond inter-meter-reading explanations, but purely-neural accounts for these efforts 267 

can also be given (although this fact is not critical to present considerations). Second, claims have 268 

been made that creative acts such as those involved in certain kinds of scientific advance are non-269 

algorithmic in nature (Penrose, 1989), which (if true) might be taken to suggest that a purely-neural 270 

account must be inherently incomplete. In fact, “purely-neural” does not exclude the possibility that 271 

neural systems either couple with or implement non-algorithmic computations, thus supporting the 272 

purely-neural account even if science does involve non-algorithmic creativity. Similarly, if truth-273 

assignment in certain kinds of reasoning (Penrose, 1989) is non-algorithmic, and if these kinds of 274 
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truth-assignment are sometimes necessary in science (e.g. in the peer review of others’ work), a 275 

purely-neural account can be given for these kinds of steps, too. 276 

(Note that construction of the purely-neural account above in no way asserts that it is the only 277 

correct description of scientific progress. Notably, by design, it is an orthodox-dynamical-closure-278 

only exposition seeking to eliminate any active role for conscious-experience-of-the-scientist. Other 279 

conceptions can be developed in which virtue-of-s-coupling plays an essential role, although these 280 

developments are beyond present due-diligence scope.) 281 

 282 

1.4.5. Contradiction of common-sense coherence between report and experience 283 

We now seek to connect intuitive objections based on alleged main-text refutation of the inability to 284 

do science to intuitive objections based on an alleged main-text-implied inability to perform everyday 285 

human functions (such as, making report of the environment). Connections between scientific-286 

method-related and quotidian-behavior-evoked objections will be undertaken via a further 287 

examination of the report-related consequences of main-text theorems, in the first instance (in this 288 

subsection) with respect to detail-levels to which main-text results apply. 289 

Because main-text theory-I/theory-II reasoning focused on an S1/U2 detail-level-contrast 290 

expressed principally in terms of the presence or otherwise of S1-encoded fine-detail in conscious 291 

experience, it might be thought that main-text results only apply to scientific-reliability of these kinds 292 

of micro-details. Put differently, it might be thought that limitations can be put on the hierarchical 293 

level l of environmental detail that is to be tentatively considered reliable. Nevertheless, there is no 294 

logical difference (according to main-text demonstrations) between first-person report of fine-grained 295 

distinctions such as those involved in S1/U2 arbitration (main-text Figure 2) and first-person report 296 

of spatially large-scale components-of-conscious-experience such as those employed e.g. in 297 

binocular-rivalry experiments (Tong et al., 2006). 298 

Rejecting the reliability (under orthodox dynamical-closure) of first-person reports in paradigms 299 

such as binocular rivalry might seem strange. Nevertheless, within science, physical logic must be 300 

followed regardless of the curious nature of implications. Briefly, a subject in a rivalry experiment 301 

who strictly adheres to orthodox dynamical-closure and who understands Hint-reliability of report-as-302 

meter must meet any impulse to make first-person reports in the following way: “First, I know that 303 

my subjective sense that I can define ‘conscious experience’ in any reliable way must be a cognitive 304 

distortion, because my phenomenon-defining brain-dynamics [1.4.4.3] cannot be affected by the 305 

alleged phenomenon. Thus, although I fully subscribe to a naturalistic scientific context in which 306 

certain brain-states are associated with ‘conscious experience’, I understand that even my act of 307 

defining this context is unreliable, because it refers to ‘conscious experience’. Next, even though I 308 

have a very strong subjective sense that I pushed the button at around the time my ‘conscious 309 

experience’ shifted, I know that I cannot reliably attribute any information transfer from the shift in 310 

‘conscious experience’ to brain-systems governing report. Further, I know that my brain-generated 311 

thought ‘conscious experience shifted’ similarly contains no direct information concerning 312 

‘conscious experience’. Finally, concerning my ‘strong subjective sense’ that thoughts and reports do 313 

have reliable information, I know that physical logic shows that they do not.” Even though each step 314 

in this re-framing seems intuitively incorrect, one can take the view that the peculiarities involved do 315 
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not differ in kind from the science-driven acceptance that a single elementary particle can 316 

simultaneously explore all possible spacetime paths and generate self-interference phenomena (rather 317 

than following a single classical trajectory: the double-slit experiment in quantum theory), that 318 

simultaneity depends relative-velocity of observers (rather than being an absolute universal: special 319 

relativity), or that clocks run at different rates according to local gravitational potential (rather than 320 

clock-rate being an absolute universal: general relativity). Recall, however, that main-text theorems 321 

only require a re-framing of the kind given above if orthodox-closure pertains. (This observation is 322 

not meant to incline the reader towards the virtue-of-s alternative. To the contrary, emphasis on the 323 

fact that science often leads to profoundly counter-intuitive understandings is meant to assert the 324 

viability of orthodox dynamical-closure, in the absence of decisive objective evidence either way, 325 

despite the counter-intuitive character of consequences.) 326 

Note that a strict adherent to orthodox dynamical-coupling who is also an Hint-reliabilist must 327 

apply the same kind of reframing e.g. to recently-controversial analyses (Block, 2011; Cohen and 328 

Dennett, 2011) of Sperling-like experiments (Sperling, 1960; Vandenbroucke et al., 2011). In 329 

contrast, for all kinds of experiments, holding to the methodological validity of first-person report 330 

necessarily depends on a belief either in the ultimate vindication of a virtue-of-s coupling 331 

hypothesis, if basic physical logic is to be respected, or in some hitherto-uncharacterized zeroth-order 332 

innovation that will liberate first-person-report from main-text theorems. 333 

 334 

1.4.6. Contradiction of ability to execute everyday human function 335 

Moving on from consciousness-research paradigms such as binocular rivalry, under orthodox 336 

dynamical-closure main-text theorems indicate that everyday reports such as “Look at the beautiful 337 

redness of that sunset” do not have any informational connection with the actual “redness”, over and 338 

above connections due to orthodox e-causal dynamics that would be precisely the same under a 339 

hypothetically-possible non-s-labeling of those dynamics. Identity theorists can protest that s-340 

labeling and orthodox dynamical-state are not separable. But this is not the point at issue here (nor is 341 

identity-theory denied, or singled out for criticism): the point is the orthodox-dynamical-closure 342 

falsity of any subjective intuition that it is a separable “redness” which is e-causally necessary for 343 

such reports. Identity-theorists, again, might say “So what?” The main-text “what”, for orthodox 344 

dynamical-closure-versions of identity-theory, is that separately-attributable information flow is 345 

required e.g. for scientifically-reliable theory-I/II arbitration.  346 

Perhaps the most intuitively-troubling observation is the following. Close your eyes and then open 347 

them again. Abduction from the author’s experience suggests that the reader’s experience may have 348 

involved the disappearance and re-appearance of visual conscious experience. Just as for binocular 349 

rivalry [1.4.5], and for the “redness” of the sunset (immediately above), orthodox dynamical-closure 350 

means that “disappearance and re-appearance of visual conscious experience” in this simple 351 

experiment can be given no scientific reliability (according to main-text theorems). Because the 352 

issues involved are the same as those discussed for binocular rivalry and for “redness”, they will not 353 

be revisited. Readers who find this experiment strongly supportive of any alternative to orthodox 354 

dynamical-closure are reminded of other situations where scientific reasoning establishes strongly 355 

counter-intuitive results [1.4.5]. 356 
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 357 

1.4.7. Summary: “It’s simply wrong that I can’t meaningfully speak of conscious experience” 358 

Finally, in response to all the preceding considerations, one might make a statement such as “It’s 359 

simply wrong that I can’t meaningfully speak of conscious experience”. Emphatically, main-text 360 

theorems do not deny this capacity: they deny it exists (equating “meaningfully” with “in a 361 

scientifically-reliable manner”) under orthodox dynamical-closure. If one accepts main-text theorems 362 

(specifically T4 and T7), certainty that scientifically-reliable statements are possible implies that 363 

virtue-of-s coupling must pertain (or some zeroth-order innovation will change our basic 364 

understanding of consciousness; however, to establish certainty, reliance on forthcoming zeroth-365 

order advances seems to require knowledge of future events). But this returns us to the primary 366 

response [1.4.1] to intuitively-based commentaries of any kind; subjective assertion of capacity may 367 

be correct, or it may be a biased assessment of actual non-capacity – we would like a resolution-by-368 

experiment, and the main text makes concrete suggestions for moving towards such a resolution. 369 

 370 

1.5. D8-setting-derived results 371 

“D8-setting-derived results” discussed in this subsection are main-text theorems T4-T7 concerning 372 

the scientifically-reliable definition of conscious experience (as opposed to T2-T5 results concerning 373 

first-person-report reliability in consciousness-research experimental paradigms). Discussions are 374 

structured in two themes. First, [1.5.1] surveys alternative views on the general, basic problem of 375 

definition [1.5.1.1, 1.5.1.6-1.5.1.7] and alternatives to the specific definition-approaches employed in 376 

the main text [1.5.1.2-1.5.1.5]. Second, [1.5.2] discusses various T4-T7-related conclusions from 377 

prior approaches in the literature that differ from main-text views, and identifies the axiomatic 378 

(assumption-related) and analytical (reasoning-related) bases for differences.  379 

 380 

1.5.1. Definition-related strategies for avoiding D8-results 381 

Theorems depending on alleged problems in the basic definition of conscious-experience (i.e. T4-T7) 382 

only have traction if definition of conscious-experience is required. Thus, one route to alternative 383 

conclusions is to deny the need for phenomenon-definition [1.5.1.1]. Another challenge to main-text 384 

definition-dependent conclusions can be mounted by claiming alternatives either to A3’s assertion 385 

regarding the basic mode of scientific phenomenon-definition [1.5.1.2], or to related assertions A4 386 

[1.5.1.3] and A5 [1.5.1.4] concerning necessary components of phenomenon-definition in 387 

consciousness research. T4-T7 reasoning further claims that a definition of conscious-experiential 388 

research e.g. via Figure 6 is maximally concept-free, and thus provides an appropriate means of field-389 

definition (contingent on an assertion that consciousness research necessarily involves conscious-390 

experiential research; alternatives to this assertion are the topic of [1.5.1.6-1.5.1.7]). If main-text 391 

characterizations in fact impose conceptual priors or limitations on field-definition, then it is possible 392 

that other definitions exist, and that under these putative alternatives definition-of-conscious-393 

experience-related problems would not exist [1.5.1.5]. Finally, one major and direct alternative to T4-394 

T7 reasoning is to define consciousness in a manner that does not refer at all to conscious experience 395 
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[1.5.1.6-1.5.1.7]; if successful, this path would decouple the field from main-text definitional 396 

problems that relate solely to experience. 397 

 398 

1.5.1.1. Denying need for phenomenon-definition 399 

One direct challenge to main-text reasoning appealing to phenomenon-definition might be that such 400 

definitions do not exist for other fields, so that demanding definition of conscious-experience is an 401 

inappropriately-high threshold. Directly, this kind of argument can be refuted by pointing out that a 402 

de facto operational definition of physics (the primary benchmark) is the explanation of meter-403 

readings in terms of other meter-readings, thus providing an implicit definition of phenomenon. 404 

(Notably, recall the purely-neural account of physical science given in [1.4.4.2-1.4.4.3].). This 405 

observation returns focus to the main-text theme: first-person report does not have the kind of 406 

scientific-reliability attributable to meters in physical science unless virtue-of-s coupling pertains. 407 

In the development of modern consciousness research, one early (anecdotal) response to alleged 408 

definition-related problems was that defining “conscious experience” will eventually turn out to be 409 

irrelevant to conscious-experiential research, ‘just as’ as defining “life” turned out to be irrelevant to 410 

the identification of DNA’s information-transmission role in terrestrial living systems. Problems with 411 

this ‘just as’ analogy, when stated in this form, may be self-evident: if not, they are elucidated 412 

explicitly in closing comments below [1.9]. 413 

Another early attempt to avoid definitional problems was the claim that “everyone has a rough 414 

idea of what consciousness is” (Crick and Koch, 1990). Although this stance was motivated by 415 

understandable concerns regarding premature or overly-restrictive definition, subsequent 416 

developments showed that it led to insufficient precision. For example, (Crick and Koch, 1995) was 417 

later criticized (Block, 1996) for confusing phenomenal and access consciousness. (In relation to 418 

main-text reasoning, (Crick and Koch, 1995) can be read as an attempt to preclude theory-I on purely 419 

neuroanatomical grounds. This is now self-evidently impossible, unless theory-I is stated relative e.g. 420 

to a function-based conception of consciousness [1.5.1.6-1.5.1.7].) Of course, without pioneering 421 

early steps, the field would not be where it is today – but where it is today involves a common 422 

acceptance of the need for some minimal precision concerning phenomenal and access consciousness 423 

distinctions. For example, by now it is arguably a standard schematic (visual) convention to explicitly 424 

depict phenomenal consciousness as an image or a “bubble” [e.g. (Cohen and Dennett, 2011; 425 

Fahrenfort and Lamme, 2012; Gamez, 2014)].  426 

In summary, it does seem to be generally accepted that some level of definition for the 427 

phenomenon of phenomenal-consciousness is necessary, although the current standard appears to be 428 

definition via a visual convention. Using only this rather low standard can lead to conclusions 429 

differing from the main-text because it fails to link the process of definition (as an e-causal process) 430 

with dynamical couplings available to support that process. Related, as will be noted repeatedly 431 

[1.5.2.1, 1.6.5], the definition of consciousness is typically demoted to a background issue presumed 432 

separable from seemingly more critical issues of experimental protocols. Main-text reasoning 433 

challenges the validity of this separation, notably by establishing that the same first-person-report-as-434 

meter issues occur in basic definitions and in experimental settings. 435 
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 436 

1.5.1.2. Alternatives to A3’s definition-by-contrast 437 

A3’s claim that scientific enquiry eventually requires a definition-by-contrast is consistent with the 438 

purely-neural account of science [1.4.4.2-1.4.4.3], and with historical developments in the field 439 

[1.5.1.1]: although absence-of-definition was a somewhat viable initiatory stance, present convention 440 

employs one or more of a number of contrasts. With respect to conventional modes-of-definition, 441 

although the waking-state/deep-sleep definitional basis [e.g. (Gamez, 2014)] is clearly a contrast, it 442 

might be less obvious that pointing, for example, to the “redness of red” [e.g. (Chalmers, 1996)] 443 

involves a contrastive appeal. That the latter is in fact contrastive follows from necessary 444 

clarifications after naïve responses such as “The redness of red? You mean, that particular aspect of 445 

the world [physical reality]”: in qualia-based (e.g. “redness”) definitional approaches, it is necessary 446 

to establish that physical science relates to dynamical regularities whose realization is hidden behind 447 

an epistemic barrier (main-text Figures 6-8), and that phenomenal conscious-experience is something 448 

over and above these regularities. (As noted in the main text, over-and-above does not mean “not 449 

explainable within physical theory”, just as an analogous first-instance characterization of rigidity or 450 

temperature of a solid as over-and-above e.g. mass, charge, and momentum properties of elementary 451 

particles does not mean that the former are cannot be explained within physical theory in terms of the 452 

latter). For example in establishing over-and-above-ness for conscious-experiential phenomena, 453 

orientation might be given to visual illusions that directly contrast objective and subjective reality. 454 

[“What it is like” (Nagel, 1974) definitional-approaches share with qualia-emphasizing–modalities 455 

this sometimes implicit but definitively present contrast-with-objective-reality.] 456 

Those non-contrastive approaches that have been given in the literature are precisely those 457 

approaches that eliminate conscious-experiential phenomenology. Although discussed separately in 458 

[1.5.1.6-1.5.1.7], deficits in theory-arbitration–completeness are self-evident for these kinds of 459 

resolutions to definition problems: naturally, having excluded phenomenology, they cannot 460 

discriminate between any alternative theories-of-phenomenal-consciousness’. The view that this 461 

discrimination-lack is unproblematic because phenomenal consciousness cannot be given 462 

scientifically-meaningful definition is, of course, not contradictory to main-text results, except in so 463 

far as such views fail to point out that definitional problems might be resolvable under alternatives to 464 

orthodox dynamical-closure (see [1.5.2.2] for further discussion of this point).  465 

In terms of main-text demonstrations then, approaches elsewhere aimed at discriminatory 466 

completeness explicitly or implicitly adopt a contrast-based definition, as is consistent with [1.4.4.2-467 

1.4.4.3]. Although it is possible that some other definitional-mode could be constructed, this 468 

possibility is accounted for in the structure of main-text developments by viewing such new modes as 469 

zeroth-order innovations, against which main-text theorems are not claimed to have immunity. 470 

 471 

1.5.1.3. Alternatives to A4’s appeal to the S(…)/NS(…) contrast 472 

Assuming that an A3-style contrastive-step is generally necessary at some point for a scientific 473 

investigation, one might still challenge the view that the S(…)/NS(…) contrast of A4 is specifically 474 

and always necessary in consciousness research. Nevertheless, no alternatives have been advanced in 475 
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the literature, and it hard to see how to even begin an alternative on this point (other than via the 476 

zeroth-order physics-theoretic approaches identified for the first time in the main-text: in these sorts 477 

of theories, an -related symbolism might indirectly establish a conscious-experience associated/non-478 

associated contrast). 479 

  480 

1.5.1.4. Alternatives to A5’s necessity of …-resolution for S(…)/NS(…)-contrast 481 

Assuming both A3 and A4, further challenges might be mounted to the necessity of …-resolution in 482 

establishing A4’s S(…)/NS(…) contrast. Again, no alternatives exist in the literature, and the only 483 

directly-apparent attack on A5 is that it might seem to presume a fragmented quality to conscious 484 

experience: sab(c) symbolism, for example, might be taken to imply a piecewise construction of or 485 

ontology for conscious experience that might contrarily be viewed as a single holistic phenomenon. 486 

Reponses of two basic types can be made to this kind of criticism. First, descriptive symbolism does 487 

not imply fragmentation of any kind: symbols can be viewed as labeling degrees-of-freedom within a 488 

holistic phenomenon (and such first-order-localized degrees-of-freedom must exist, if conscious 489 

experience is to have any kind of faithfulness-of-representation concerning the external 490 

environment). Second, arguments related to definition-problems (e.g. main-text Figure 10) can be 491 

restated reasonably simply with respect to conscious experience as a whole, rather than just a 492 

particular component-of-conscious-experience. 493 

 494 

1.5.1.5. Denying generality of field-definition used 495 

As noted in [1.5.1], alternatives to the main-text characterization of consciousness research might 496 

contain means for avoiding D8-setting definition-of-conscious-experience-related problems. In 497 

relation to approaches elsewhere, two thematic stances can be identified with respect to 498 

consciousness-research definition. First, those approaches that take phenomenal conscious 499 

experience to be a core and valid first-instance problem (Chalmers, 1996) adopt essentially the same 500 

characterization of consciousness research as the main text (although primarily-verbal expressions 501 

elsewhere typically differ from visual-and-symbol-based main-text means-of-communication). 502 

Second, the predominant complementary approach in the literature is to exclude phenomenal 503 

consciousness completely [e.g. (Dennett, 1991; Dehaene, 2014)], an approach mentioned above 504 

[1.5.1.2] and discussed further below [1.5.1.6-1.5.1.7]. As a final due-diligence point, without new 505 

zeroth-order insights it is hard to see how any field-definition including conscious-experiential 506 

research could differ from the main-text conceptualization, because the latter is simply the stance that 507 

consciousness research consists of the investigation of associative relationships between conscious 508 

experience and brain-states, via experimental, theoretical and metaphysical means, in a naturalistic-509 

science setting free from arbitrary (i.e. ungrounded) exclusions of ontological, metaphysical, and 510 

theory-of-consciousness views. 511 

 512 

1.5.1.6. Adopting function-label definition of “consciousness” 513 
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One major current division in the field is between the view that consciousness can only label brain-514 

functions (explicitly denying the meaning of any reference to phenomenal experience) [e.g. (Dennett, 515 

1991; Dehaene, 2014)] and the view that consciousness research can (most strongly, must) refer to 516 

and attempt to explain (e.g. in an associative theory-of-consciousness sense) phenomenal experience 517 

[e.g. (Chalmers, 1996; Block, 2007)]. (Although these two views are self-evidently mutually 518 

exclusive, they sometimes seem to appear together, as discussed in [1.5.2.1] below, perhaps pointing 519 

to persistent and profound methodological confusion in the field). 520 

Adopting a function-label certainly avoids D8-setting results concerning the definition of 521 

conscious-experience. As main-text observes: “use of the term consciousness while denying validity 522 

of the term conscious-experience is at least peculiar, and arguably meaningless: ‘consciousness’-523 

functions presumably derive their description from association of function with experience; 524 

otherwise they are simply functions e.g. as of a conventionally-assumed-non-conscious computer, or 525 

any machine.” Note that, in this regard, lay consumers of scientific research might be very surprised 526 

to eventually discover that “explanations” of consciousness explicitly exclude phenomenal aspects 527 

from their domain of consideration. However, the primary main-text-additional point here relates 528 

rather to the analytical grounds typically employed to argue for a necessarily function-label definition 529 

of consciousness. Consider, for example, the view advanced in (Dehaene, 2014), that reference to 530 

phenomenal aspects leads to unscientific dualism. Content of main-text developments directly and 531 

comprehensively refutes this view: virtue-of-s-coupling can support complete-and-reliable 532 

scientific frameworks for discrimination between theories-of-phenomenal-consciousness, within (if 533 

so desired) an entirely monist setting. (Of course, the overall tenor of main-text development is also 534 

that, just as in modern physical theory, substance-attributions have very little to offer to modern 535 

consciousness research.) 536 

 537 

1.5.1.7. Adopting other definitions of “consciousness” 538 

Another definition-of-consciousness alternative that avoids orthodox-dynamical-closure T4-T7 539 

problems is to define conscious experience in neural terms (Lamme, 2006). The problems with this 540 

suggestion are self-evident: the point at issue is which neural definition to adopt, and main-text 541 

results indicate that there is no scientifically-reliable means for arbitrating between competing 542 

candidates, under orthodox dynamical-closure. . Although it does indeed seem to be true that various 543 

theories-of-conscious-experience are “now being increasingly embraced” (Lamme, 2006), main-text 544 

results show that, if this embrace occurs in an orthodox-dynamical-coupling setting (as seems to be 545 

the mainstream presumption), it is scientifically-unreliable. Interestingly, (Lamme, 2006) can be read 546 

as entirely supportive of main-text results under the following re-framing: rewriting “Otherwise, it is 547 

useless to do any neuroscience on the topic at all” (Lamme, 2006) as “Under orthodox-dynamical 548 

closure, it is useless to do any neuroscience on the topic at all”, we recover a version of T5. However, 549 

the overall tenor of main-text developments directly disagrees that the only remedy for this problem 550 

is to define consciousness in a way that eliminates conscious experience: if it is supported by 551 

requisite properties of natural order, an entirely preferable approach would be a complete and 552 

scientifically-reliable framework for conscious-experiential theory-discrimination (and such a 553 

framework is in principle available under virtue-of-s coupling). 554 
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 555 

1.5.2. Conclusions differing from content of individual Theorems 556 

1.5.2.1. Conclusions differing from T5  557 

Whereas T5 states that the assumption of orthodox dynamical-closure necessarily implies scientific-558 

unreliability for consciousness research, arguably the dominant stance in modern consciousness 559 

research is instead that orthodox-dynamical closure can (perhaps even, should) be assumed whilst 560 

simultaneously constructing a complete and scientifically-reliable framework. An early step in this 561 

direction can be found in (Block, 1996), which states as a methodological principle, “at this early 562 

stage of inquiry, don’t suppose that people are wildly wrong about their own experience” (original 563 

italics). Although (Block, 1996) also points out the empirical risks involved in such a principle, the 564 

field as a whole seems to have set these risks aside. In response to the view of not doubting subject’s 565 

reports, main-text demonstrations show explicitly when and why these reports should be doubted: 566 

when orthodox dynamical-closure pertains, these reports should be excluded (rather than just 567 

doubted) on the basis of a precisely-characterized scientific-reliability benchmark. (Of course, it is 568 

possible to include these reports whilst maintaining a form of reliability, provided explicit declaration 569 

is made of some assumption such as “virtue-of-s-coupling will be experimentally established”. But 570 

treatment of this kind seems to be far beyond current practice.) Put differently, if the field has not 571 

moved on yet from  (Block, 1996)’s “early stage” (as seems to be the case), main-text results provide 572 

the means for doing so. [A comment in (Fahrenfort and Lamme, 2012) might be illuminating in this 573 

regard. In the caption to Figure 1 of that paper, it is claimed that reasoning is supported “by current 574 

scientific standards”. The Hint meter-reliability benchmark proposed in the main text offers a different 575 

view on what scientific standards might appropriately comprise. Similarly, the Hint criterion provides 576 

a much-needed advance on (Block, 1996)’s “not wildly wrong”, which leaves far too much room for 577 

differing evaluations of “wildness”.] 578 

As evidence that the mainstream in consciousness research has not moved on, consider the views 579 

advanced in (Block et al., 2014). Here there is no mention of methodological problems or orthodox 580 

dynamical-closure assumptions (or alternatives). Because at least one of the citations (Dehaene, 581 

2014) opines that discussing phenomenal consciousness leads inexorably to dualism (which is 582 

allegedly unscientific), one possible conclusion is that all claims of (Block et al., 2014) refer to 583 

consciousness-as-function [1.5.1.6]. But this is not consistent with the explicit mention of “conscious 584 

experience”. Moreover, because (Block et al., 2014) refers to “[some evidence for] conscious 585 

experience without attention and report” (italics added) it seems that this article directly admits the 586 

possibility of theory-I-style inaccessibility. The absence of methodological comment in light of this 587 

admission seems rather curious, to put it mildly, although this might be explained by the “letter to the 588 

editor” character of the article. 589 

It would be wrong, of course, to assert that no methodological debate has taken place since 590 

(Block, 1996), or that there is no appreciation of potential methodological problems. For example, 591 

consider the contributions in (Gamez, 2014), which is a refreshing and generally careful attempt to 592 

construct an explicit framework that can support neural-correlates approaches. As discussed below 593 

[1.6.2.1], (Gamez, 2014) hints at the D7-setting completeness-and-reliability tradeoffs by usefully 594 

pointing out that the suggested framework cannot include certain kinds of theory in its discriminative 595 

scope. In the present context of discussing D8-setting-results about the definition-of-conscious-596 
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experience, however, (Gamez, 2014) follows a common approach concerning basic definition that is 597 

nevertheless insufficient (according to main-text theorems): although explicitly discussing definition-598 

of-consciousness, the issue is primarily set beyond article-scope, thus implicitly advocating a 599 

separation of phenomenon-definition and phenomenon-empiricism contradicted by overall main-text 600 

structure [1.5.1.1]. 601 

Finally, concerning T5-contradictions elsewhere, (Chalmers, 1996) appears to construct a 602 

framework for consciousness research and effectively claim (e.g. via its use to derive certain 603 

functionalist conclusions) that this framework is complete-and-reliable. But this does not contradict 604 

T5, because (Chalmers, 1996) does not presume orthodox dynamical-closure (despite assuming 605 

causal closure of the physical, thus illustrating their main-text-emphasized distinction): as discussed 606 

below [1.5.2.3], (Chalmers, 1996) appeals to a “non-physical” cognitive process that orthodox 607 

dynamical-closure rules out.  608 

(Chalmers, 1996) must also be delineated from (Chalmers, 1998, 2000): the latter are generic 609 

methodological assessments of consciousness research that include the metaphysical developments 610 

and theory-of-consciousness proposals of the former as just one possibility. Somewhat unfortunately 611 

for the field as a whole, the “rational reconstruction” of (Chalmers, 1998) might be read as the view 612 

that first-person problems are remediable in an orthodox dynamical-closure setting. Notably, despite 613 

the fact that (Chalmers, 1998) highlights the need for pre-experimental bridging principles, papers 614 

e.g. reporting results of neural-correlates-empiricism generally fail to specify the precise principles 615 

invoked (arguably – and unnecessarily, according to main-text views  –  strengthening the case of 616 

conscious-experiential–empiricism critics). One possible explanation of this deficiency is that the 617 

field as a whole interprets (Chalmers, 1998) as containing an uncontroversial solution to the bridging 618 

principle problem. As discussed further below [1.5.2.3], however, otherwise-cryptic asides referring 619 

to first-person-report “to oneself” (Chalmers, 2000) and more direct statements in (Chalmers, 1998) 620 

indicate that the fallback bridging-principle approach underpinning (Chalmers, 1998) depends on the 621 

non-physical cognition of (Chalmers, 1996): quite independently from its incompatibility with 622 

orthodox-closure, this fallback cannot lead to anything remotely resembling scientific discourse in 623 

other fields (as will be shown in [1.5.2.3]). 624 

 625 

1.5.2.2. Conclusions differing from T6  626 

T6 states that the in-nature existence of virtue-of-s-coupling implies that completeness-and-627 

reliability is not provably impossible. A contrapositive restatement of T6 is that provable 628 

impossibility of completeness-and-reliability implies the necessary in-nature falsity of virtue-of-s-629 

coupling descriptions. Without precisely disentangling the logical nuances of theorem, 630 

contrapositive, and conclusions elsewhere, the primary T6-differing views briefly discussed  here 631 

concern claims (Wilkes, 1988; Dennett, 1991; Cohen and Dennett, 2011) that consciousness research 632 

can be shown to be methodologically flawed, without also stating that these flaws do not hold if 633 

virtue-of-s-coupling pertains.  634 

For example, (Cohen and Dennett, 2011) states that “the hard possible is an impossible problem”, 635 

because stating the hard problem relies on a definition of conscious experience that cannot be made 636 

in any scientifically-reliable way. But (Cohen and Dennett, 2011) does not state that hard-problem-637 
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impossibility of this kind relies on in-nature falsity of virtue-of-s-coupling descriptions. [For 638 

example, reasoning in (Cohen and Dennett, 2011) would be contradicted by definitive virtue-of-s-639 

coupling experimental data, but the paper does not acknowledge this potential falsification.] 640 

Emphatically, present observations are of the “precise refinements of not-sufficiently-qualified 641 

conclusions” kind [1.3.1]: one consequence of main-text reasoning should be to give greater attention 642 

to problems of the kind identified in (Cohen and Dennett, 2011), and clarification of limiting 643 

contingencies is aimed at supporting this kind of attention in a rigorous setting, rather than at denying 644 

the validity of central points made by (Cohen and Dennett, 2011). [Similarly, the view (Hawking, 645 

2000) that methodological problems should appropriately limit fundamental-physics–theoretic 646 

inferences (Penrose, 1989; Barrett, 2014) based on conscious-experiential phenomena is first 647 

qualified by main-text theorems, to point out that problems only pertain if virtue-of-s-coupling does 648 

not pertain, and then supported, as a stance to which the field as a whole might appropriately pay 649 

more attention.]  650 

Brief mention should also be made of claims for the impossibility of consciousness research that 651 

do not depend on first-person-report issues (Dennett, 1991; Dennett and Kinsbourne, 1992). If such 652 

claims held, they would contradict a reading of T6 claiming that only virtue-of-s-coupling is 653 

relevant to provable-impossibility. However, note that T6 as written explicitly and carefully excludes 654 

solely “present” i.e. main-text-method impossibility proofs. Further, impossibility claims in (Dennett, 655 

1991; Dennett and Kinsbourne, 1992) that primarily depend on the spatial-where of conscious 656 

experience relative to the spatial-where of associated encoding-dynamics fail to consider the full 657 

possibility-set, in a manner analogous to (but differing-in-details from) the neglect of virtue-of-s 658 

possibilities in (Cohen and Dennett, 2011): details are beyond present scope. Thus, to the present 659 

author’s knowledge (and explicitly acknowledging limitations of the kind described in [1.2.2]), there 660 

are no conclusively-established objections to a complete-and-reliable framework if virtue-of-s-661 

coupling pertains. 662 

 663 

1.5.2.3. Conclusions differing from T7  664 

T7 states that, if a Figure-6-based conception of the essence of consciousness research holds, the 665 

existence of a complete-and-reliable framework implies virtue-of-s-label coupling in natural order. 666 

Two thematic contradictions elsewhere to T7’s content can be identified. The first is the view that 667 

orthodox dynamical-closure and completeness-and-reliability are entirely consistent, which was 668 

already discussed in [1.5.2.1]. The second is the view that non-orthodox-dynamical-closure 669 

conceptions without virtue-of-s-coupling can be complete-and-reliable, which is the topic of the 670 

present subsection. 671 

Discussion of non-orthodox-dynamical-closure, non-virtue-of-s-coupling, completeness-and-672 

reliability will be limited in this subsection to consideration of (Chalmers, 1996). Other views that 673 

might be characterized similarly for present purposes include various non-monist proposals, to be 674 

discussed in [1.6.4]. (Non-monism violates orthodox dynamical-closure because it presumes a non-675 

orthodox coupling of matter-constituted brain-dynamics with non-matter-constituted mind-stuff. 676 

Non-monism does not necessarily violate causal closure of the physical because this principle 677 

concerns causal antecedents of physical evolution, and allows for unidirectional causal effect of 678 
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matter on non-matter.) 679 

As an opening comment, (Chalmers, 1996) is notable for the degree of serious care with which it 680 

addresses concerns of the main-text, which are discussed primarily in terms of “phenomenal 681 

judgments”. (Chalmers, 1996) shares the main-text view that lack of orthodoxy-incremental 682 

information-transfer from s-labeled states renders first-person empiricism unreliable. (This problem 683 

is depicted in in Figure S2, panel A.) The remedy proposed (Figure S2B) is a coupling between s- 684 

labeled states corresponding to experience-of-the-external-environment and other s-states that 685 

correspond to experience-of-inner-cognition. (“Inner” here refers to private subjective experience.)  686 

(Chalmers, 1996) addresses the problem of reliability whilst maintaining consistency with causal 687 

closure, in the following way. First, inner s-states are reliable because they couple directly (outside 688 

orthodox dynamical-closure) with orthodox-matter-associated exteroceptive s-states. Second, inner-689 

cognition s-states are not directly associated with any orthodox brain-matter states, thus avoiding 690 

causal-closure violating transfer-of-information from non-orthodox information-processing steps 691 

(that must exist to endow inner-cognition s-states with scientific-reliability). This coupling can 692 

provide scientific-reliability (more accurately, it is not unreliable under the Hint main-text criterion), 693 

and its necessary structure explains parenthetic references to first-person-report “to oneself” in 694 

(Chalmers, 2000) whose methodological significance might otherwise be unclear. 695 

However,  part of the consequences from (Chalmers, 1996)’s adherence to conventional causal 696 

closure is that coupling between inner-cognition s-states and brain-dynamics governing report 697 

(Figure S2B-D) is excluded. [Note that invocation of causal closure in the literature is typically based 698 

either in subjective seeming-so (Chalmers, 1996) or in obviousness (Koch, 2012). Although 699 

orthodox-dynamical-closure rather than causal-closure is the main-text concern, one significant 700 

analytical difference between main-text approach and developments elsewhere lies in the main-text 701 

stance that closure issues should be experimentally testable, and then tested, if consciousness 702 

research is to achieve a truly scientific status.] The main problem for claims of conventional 703 

scientific-reliability for the approach of (Chalmers, 1996) is shown in Figure S2C-D: there is no way 704 

to ensure that public e.g. in-experiment report and private inner-cognition are consistent. 705 

The possibility of dissonance between public report and private cognition are fatal for a 706 

conventionally-scientific claim. Elsewhere (Chalmers, 2013) it has been claimed that inter-707 

subjectivity problems for consciousness research are not basically different from those in other 708 

disciplines. But this is dramatically not the case if Figure S2C-D pertain, or even can pertain in 709 

principle. In such a setting, researchers reading literature concerning first-person report experiments 710 

must disregard papers’ accounts of subjects’ reports, and directly undergo experimental conditions 711 

themselves. Furthermore, in publically discussing implications from experiments, a given researcher 712 

must explicitly account for the possibility that the other party actually holds private conclusions 713 

completely contradicting their public expressions (and researchers may find their own public 714 

expressions similarly inner-cognition contradictory). Even assuming best (i.e. non-deceptive) 715 

intentions of both parties concerning disclosure, the laws of nature pertaining in Figure S2C-D 716 

prohibit third-party certainty of full and accurate disclosure. 717 

  718 
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Figure S2. (Chalmers, 1996) treatment of phenomenal judgment and report-reliability. (A) 719 

Lacking virtue-of-s coupling, report is unreliable. (B) Purple arrows indicate non-orthodox coupling 720 

between property-dual (Chalmers, 1996) experience-of-red and inner, private, R report. Note that 721 

R cannot couple (solid-black arrow crossed-out) with brain-dynamics, as this would violate causal 722 

closure (Chalmers, 1996). (C) In principle, public R-report and private R-report can differ. (D) 723 

Public R-report creates sound waves (red oscillations) that lead to conscious experience (red) of  724 

R-report that in turn (purple arrow) leads to “But I said red!” private R-report. This new R-report 725 

must also be unable to influence brain-dynamics, if causal closure is to hold. This subject’s 726 

dissonance between public report and private knowledge must remain private, even though the 727 

subject is directly aware of it. 728 

729 
  730 
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Resolution of these problems might seem to be available via abduction: if I do not experience any 731 

public-private dissonance, it might be reasonable assume to that others do not. Although this works 732 

privately for me (if abduction is reliable, which can simply be made into an axiom), my public 733 

statements that I experience no such dissonance are just as unreliable as my original first-person 734 

disclosures that reassurances are meant to underpin, under Figure S2D. Thus, putative abduction-735 

based reassurances too must remain an entirely private matter, in the sense that you can place no 736 

reliance on my public reassurance (nor I on yours). This leads us to the following (Chalmers, 1996)-737 

implied view of consciousness research: public discussions can only consist of the consensual 738 

agreement concerning lines of reasoning leading from certain subjective experiences to certain 739 

theory-of-consciousness conclusions (and even these discussions must be treated with care, because 740 

of D8-setting problems with public definition of conscious experience). These consensual agreements 741 

should then be complemented by a list of experiments that must be directly participated in by every 742 

field-participant (including laypeople who wish to understand consciousness research). Further, 743 

theory-arbitration must then be an entirely private assessment, based on application of agreed 744 

inferential methods to subjective in-experiment experiences. Emphatically, this is not the situation 745 

that applies e.g. in physical sciences, because, for example, there is no a priori reason to doubt the 746 

natural-law capacity of a third-party to fully communicate the meter-reading results from 747 

experimental preparations. (For example, the purely-neural account [1.4.4.3] asserts that such 748 

communications are entirely reliable, in the absence of mistakes or deliberate deception, and if 749 

neural-systems involved are fit-for-purpose.) 750 

 751 

1.5.3. Summary: D8-setting-related conclusions differing in prior approaches 752 

Conclusions that differ elsewhere can be accounted for primarily in terms of: different definitions for 753 

consciousness (notably those that exclude conscious experience); different closure assumptions 754 

(causal closure as opposed to orthodox dynamical closure); and different views on possibilities 755 

available in natural order (the main-text explicit acknowledgement or the general implicit exclusion 756 

of virtue-of-s-label coupling). In no case considered in [1.5.1.1-1.5.2.3] do due-diligence analyses 757 

identify serious flaws or omissions in main-text reasoning, notably because main-text reasoning 758 

considers more cases than have been conventional in the literature, instead of arguing without 759 

objective support in favor of one assumption or another (or neglecting to identify a result-critical 760 

possibility). 761 

 762 

1.6. D7-setting-derived results and “viability-under-temporary-D8-suspension” 763 

1.6.1.  “Viability-under-temporary-D8-suspension” 764 

In the [1.5]-established absence of obvious problems for D8-setting results, one approach might be to 765 

agree to and then set aside D8-discussed definition-of-consciousness problems for the moment, in the 766 

hope that either virtue-of-s-empiricism or some zeroth-order consciousness-research insight will 767 

resolve basic and foundational definitional problems. Under approaches of this kind, it might be 768 

hoped that methodologies founded on various metaphysical stances could be progressed. For 769 

example, despite main-text results, identity-theorists or functionalists might believe that the rest of 770 
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the field will “come to appreciate the truth” (main text) of respective metaphysics, broadly enabling 771 

business-as-usual (if resolution of D8-definitional issues is added to the usual-business agenda).  772 

This kind of view might assume that, if D8-issues are set aside temporarily, D7-setting results are 773 

then of no relevance to those adhering to functionalism (say) because the D7-setting contains the 774 

maximally-inferred assumption (“no future metaphysical advances”) that is disputed by specific-775 

metaphysical-stance adherents. However, results below [1.6.2-1.6.4] demonstrate that any viability-776 

under-temporary-D8-suspension assumption of this kind is incorrect. For identity theory and identity-777 

like theories, it is incorrect because D7-methods show that identity theories of any non-virtue-of-s-778 

coupling kind directly preclude scientifically-reliable theory-I/theory-II arbitration: report cannot 779 

provide sufficient information to resolve alternative conscious-experiential detail-levels. 780 

(Emphatically, main-text results do not preclude any particular metaphysical stance: they simply 781 

point out completeness-and-reliability deficits for every metaphysical stance under orthodox 782 

dynamical-closure. Thus, identity theory, for example, is in no way singled out for criticism by 783 

observations below, and complete-and-reliable virtue-of-s-coupling-premised identity-style theories 784 

can be constructed.)  785 

Functionalist arguments for putative viability-under-temporary-D8-suspension might seem to offer 786 

a critical advantage over identity-like approaches: they claim additional information relevant to 787 

resolution of alternative conscious-experiential detail-levels, using an appeal to “consciousness is 788 

associated with certain functions”, followed by characterization of brain systems implementing those 789 

certain-functions. However, as will be discussed in detail below [1.6.3], when applied to the 790 

characterization-of-functions necessary to construct empirically-grounded, detailed, functionalism, 791 

D7-methods demonstrate scientific unreliability in the “conscious experience contains these kinds of 792 

degrees-of-freedom and not those” step: “these and not those” is directly relatable to ls-resolution, 793 

and before the establishment of e.g. functionalism one is “effectively” [1.6.3] in the D7-setting. D7-794 

results precluding scientifically-reliable ls-resolution (under A1) then preclude scientifically-reliable 795 

establishment of details necessary for the definition of any arbitration-relevant functionalist stance. 796 

The discussion of viability-under-temporary-D8-suspension will be structured as follows. First, 797 

the following main-text implication is explicitly clarified: even if D8-reasoning is temporarily 798 

suspended, no complete and scientifically-reliable framework has yet been given in the literature. (As 799 

a technical point, note that this implication in fact derives from case-by-case consideration, and is 800 

less general than main-text theorems; although not pursued in the present due-diligence approach, the 801 

implication could be converted relatively easily into a general-up-to-zeroth-order-advances form by 802 

showing that the three-heading categorization of approaches-elsewhere outlined immediately below 803 

is conceptually rather than by-observation exhaustive.) Put differently, any approach elsewhere 804 

claiming completeness-and-reliability under temporary-D8-suspension contradicts main-text 805 

reasoning, thus evoking due-diligence analyses with respect to any such claims. Then, all such claims 806 

are analyzed under three headings: first, identity and identity-like approaches [1.6.2]; second, 807 

functionalist approaches [1.6.3]; and third, a “non-identity-like and non-functionalist” class [1.6.4] 808 

defined so as to provide an exhaustive consideration. 809 

 810 

1.6.2. Identity and identity-like approaches 811 
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Here, identity theories (Place, 1956; Smart, 1959; Kim, 2005; Place, 2012), monist “identity-like” 812 

approaches and monist functionalist views will, by construction, constitute a comprehensive (i.e. 813 

exhaustive) categorization of monist views. This implies a definition for identity-like approaches 814 

[1.6.2.2] as the collection of monist theories remaining after the removal of both pure identity-815 

conceptions and functionalist explanations. 816 

 817 

1.6.2.1. Identity theories 818 

Main-text results show that orthodox dynamical-closure identity-theory cannot support a complete-819 

and-reliable framework because there is insufficient experimental information e.g. to resolve theories 820 

I and II (or III and IV) in the absence of ls-data in first-person-report. This observation does not 821 

contradict interpretations [e.g. (Gamez, 2014)] in which conscious-experiential states exert a kind of 822 

e-causal influence by virtue of association (in this case, metaphysical identity) with certain brain-823 

dynamical states; it simply points out that experimental information is insufficient for complete 824 

theory-arbitration. (Further discussions of related points are given in [1.4.5] above and [1.8.2-1.8.6] 825 

below.) Of course, explicitly virtue-of-s versions of identity-theories can in principle recover 826 

completeness-and-reliability, but such amendments leave one wondering about the use of the term of 827 

“identity”, because s-labeling imbues conscious-experience-associated states with dynamical 828 

coupling beyond that attributable to a theoretically-constructed non-s-labeled version of the same 829 

states. (Naturally, this semantic issue is resolvable by careful definition. But at least one basic 830 

intention of certain interpretations of identity-theory is to assert that conscious-experience is “nothing 831 

more than” orthodox-dynamical-closure-governed matter.) 832 

One possibility consistent with the viability-under-temporary-D8-suspension theme is that 833 

identity-theories might be supplemented by various additional assumptions, in order to remedy basic 834 

completeness-and-reliability deficits. Main-text theorems indicate that any resulting framework must 835 

be either incomplete or unreliable, leading to the possible viability of reliable frameworks whose 836 

incompleteness does not seriously compromise the advance of consciousness research, at least for a 837 

while. The approach in (Gamez, 2014) can be viewed as an attempt to construct a reliable-and-838 

incomplete setting of this kind (although it is not limited just to identity-theoretic metaphysics). 839 

If it provided an incomplete-but-reliable setting capable of resolving theory-I and theory-II, 840 

(Gamez, 2014) would contradict main-text reasoning. However, although limitations in theory-841 

discrimination are acknowledged in (Gamez, 2014) [e.g. the inability to address micro-consciousness 842 

theories of the style proposed in (Zeki and Bartels, 1999)], the framework suggested is incapable of 843 

theory-I/theory-II discrimination but does not acknowledge this fact. The key (Gamez, 2014)-844 

difference from main-text views is the assumption that report is comprehensive [A4 in (Gamez, 845 

2014)]: essentially this proposes to resolve theory-I/II in the U2-constrained setting by asserting that 846 

theory-II is correct (both theories report coarse-grained detail, although theory-I contains fine-847 

grained experience; assumption of comprehensive accuracy for report thus excludes theory-I). This 848 

problem persists outside the theory-I/theory-II setting; for example,  (Gamez, 2014) would resolve 849 

theory-III/IV uncertainty by effectively assuming the correctness of theory-III.  850 

In summary, (Gamez, 2014) is a welcome attempt to meet the methodological problems of 851 

consciousness research via an explicit set of definitions and assumptions designed to create 852 
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scientific-reliability accompanied by an explicitly-accounted-for incompleteness. But actual 853 

incompleteness is greater than that accounted for, so the resultant framework does not constitute even 854 

a temporarily-useful temporary-D8-suspension approach. [This observation is not meant to single out 855 

(Gamez, 2014) for criticism: after comments in [1.6.2-1.6.4] as a whole, it will be clear that no 856 

temporarily-useful temporary-D8-suspension approach has been offered anywhere.] 857 

 858 

1.6.2.2. Identity-like theories 859 

The mode-of-definition for identity-like theories [1.6.2] means that this group comprises a diverse 860 

class, including, for example, “weak”-emergence theories (Bedau, 1997) of both physics-theoretic-861 

conventional (Anderson, 1972) and contextual (Bishop and Atmanspacher, 2006) kinds, dynamical-862 

systems conceptions (Thompson and Varela, 2001; Van De Laar, 2006), and other monist views of 863 

specific [e.g. (Davidson, 1980)] and generic [e.g. (Searle, 1992)] kinds. Just as for identity-theories 864 

[1.6.2.1], any implicit (i.e. [1.3.2]-described) claims for completeness-and-reliability under orthodox 865 

dynamical-closure fail to account for ls-resolution deficits. Again just as for identity theories, 866 

explicitly virtue-of-s versions of identity-like theories can in principle recover completeness-and-867 

reliability (although again virtue-of-s coupling can compromise basic intents e.g. of conventional 868 

weak-emergence theories, to explain conscious experience while leaving the orthodox dynamical-869 

couplings of conventional physical theory unchanged). 870 

 871 

1.6.3. Functionalism 872 

As noted above [1.6.1], functionalist arguments under temporary-D8-suspension appear to differ in 873 

kind from identity and identity-like approaches, due to additional theory-discrimination power 874 

deriving from the view that “consciousness is associated with certain functions”. However, if an 875 

explicit articulation of “consciousness is associated with certain functions” defines those functions 876 

without empirical justification, then it is methodologically equivalent to theory-I/II arbitration via 877 

asserting e.g. “theory-II is correct” (the criticism made of (Gamez, 2014) in [1.6.2.1]). Without 878 

further discussion, this kind of reasoning will be judged scientifically-unreliable.  879 

Of course, claims for functionalism do attempt to appeal to empirical justification, necessarily 880 

then invoking first-person data. For example, one might observe that “conscious experience contains 881 

these kinds of degrees-of-freedom and not those, and these realized degrees-of-freedom seem to be 882 

involved in these kinds of functions” (so to speak). This would certainly be reasonable justification 883 

for the characterization-of-involved-functions component of functionalism (setting aside whether one 884 

subscribes to the overall function-corresponds-to-consciousness stance). However, when used in the 885 

characterization-of-functions step that is necessary to empirically-ground detailed functionalism, D7-886 

methods demonstrate scientific-unreliability in the “conscious experience contains these kinds of 887 

degrees-of-freedom and not those” step: “these and not those” is directly relatable to ls-resolution, 888 

and before the establishment of e.g. functionalism one is effectively in the D7-setting. (“Effectively”, 889 

in the following sense: D7-declaration contains two primary components, the philosophy-neutral 890 

setting and the currently-maximally-inferred assumption. The latter is just an expository device to 891 

avoid continual references to “in the absence of future metaphysical advance”, during first-person-892 
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empiricism considerations of the main text. Thus, in its self-definitional stage, functionalism – or any 893 

other metaphysical stance – finds itself in the philosophy-neutral-setting aspect of D7.) D7-results 894 

precluding scientifically-reliable ls-resolution (under A1) then preclude scientifically-reliable “these 895 

kinds of degrees-of-freedom and not those” steps necessary to establish a functionalist stance with the 896 

kind of detail that would advance theory-arbitration. (“Consciousness is functionally-associated” 897 

does not depend on ls-resolution. But a general statement of that kind does not offer theory-898 

arbitrative support.) 899 

 900 

1.6.4. Other, non-identity-like and non-functionalist, approaches 901 

Preceding subsections showed that assuming the field’s viability-under-temporary-D8-suspension 902 

does not allow any progress to be made, for identity-theoretic/identity-like and functionalist stances. 903 

This subsection evaluates whether any other metaphysical stances might enable completeness-and-904 

reliability, if temporary-D8-suspension is adopted, and the my-specific-stance-will-be-later-proven 905 

approach is assumed. Because the combination of modes-of-definition and modes-of-reasoning for 906 

identity/identity-like and functionalist stances exhaust monist possibilities, it remains to consider 907 

non-monist and substance-silent (equivalently, substance-agnostic) stances. Property and substance 908 

dualism will be taken to exhaust non-monist possibilities. [“Three-world” views such as discussed in 909 

(Popper and Eccles, 1977) and (Penrose, 2007) do not add any due-diligence–relevant features over 910 

and above those dealt with in substance-dual or quantum discussions.] Substance-silent discussions 911 

will only explicitly address quantum theories, although, of course, identity-theory and functionalism 912 

are not necessarily-monist and can both be framed in substance-silent settings. Additionally, although 913 

quantum theories-of-consciousness are categorized here as substance-silent because of their close ties 914 

to orthodox physical theory and the main-text stance that physical theory is itself substance-agnostic, 915 

certain quantum views are also open to substance-specific (non-agnostic) interpretation. 916 

Thus, in another view of the comprehensive character of categories employed here [1.6.2-1.6.4], 917 

earlier identity-theoretic and functionalist reasoning can be taken to cover monist, non-monist, and 918 

substance-silent versions of these stances. Discussions of quantum positions suffices to complete 919 

substance-silent analyses as well as covering substance-specific interpretations of quantum views [for 920 

example, the usual substance-dual interpretation of (Eccles, 1990)], and discussions of property and 921 

substance dualism suffice to complete non-monist analyses. 922 

 923 

1.6.4.1. Substance dualism, interactionism, and property-dualism 924 

As is perhaps by now evident, main-text results might be termed substance-neutral, primarily because 925 

an implicit goal has been to develop an approach entirely congruent with modern physical theory, 926 

and physical theory can be viewed as substance-agnostic [consistent with many substance-views and 927 

thus not needing to assert any one in particular; moreover, certain physics-consistent views such as 928 

structural ontic realism (Ladyman, 1998) can be viewed as substance-eliminative (French, 1998)]. 929 

Thus, to the degree that any approach in the literature suggests a necessarily-substance-dual solution 930 

for completeness-and-reliability, main-text theorems disagree. One example of such a disagreement 931 

concerns the views in (Elitzur, 1989), which agrees with main-text conclusions concerning the 932 
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necessity of coupling (if intuitive conceptions of reliability are to hold), but adds substance-duality as 933 

a main-text-indicated-unnecessary means of achieving this coupling. Generally, substance-non-934 

monist theories with bidirectional causality are termed interactionism, and preceding observations 935 

concerning main-text differences apply to this class as a whole [e.g. (Rudd, 2000; Popper and Eccles, 936 

1977)]. 937 

Because virtue-of-s coupling can be hypothesized without the need for s-labeled structures to 938 

be distinguished in any further way, property dualism is as irrelevant to main-text theorems as 939 

substance-dualism (although it is less irrelevant to e.g. zeroth-order physics-theoretic innovations that 940 

might need to account for a putative foundational difference-in-kind between conventional and 941 

conscious-experiential properties). That is, property-dual conceptions without virtue-of-s coupling 942 

cannot be complete-and-reliable, contradicting e.g. the views of (Chalmers, 1996), as discussed in 943 

[1.5.2.3]; and virtue-of-s coupling with or without a property-dual account can lead to complete-944 

and-reliable frameworks (provided other relevant conditions such as those in T3 are satisfied). 945 

 946 

1.6.4.2. Substance-agnostic approaches: quantum theories-of-consciousness 947 

Quantum theories-of-consciousness can be divided into those that propose conscious-experiential 948 

association with quantum-level brain-properties without explicitly asserting any consequent physics-949 

theoretic dynamical novelties [e.g. (Ricciardia and Umezawa, 1967; Vitiello, 1995)] and those that 950 

explicitly assert quantum-theoretic-related brain-dynamical innovations [e.g. (Penrose, 1989; Beck 951 

and Eccles, 1992; Stapp, 1993)]. Although the latter class could in principle be further subdivided 952 

into those explicitly-declaring quantum-level conscious-experiential association [e.g. (Beck and 953 

Eccles, 1992; Stapp, 1993)] and those where such associations are at best ambiguous [e.g. (Penrose, 954 

1989)], this will not be necessary for present purposes. 955 

Quantum theories-of-consciousness proposing conscious-experiential association with quantum-956 

level brain-properties without physics-theoretic dynamical novelties do not provide for virtue-of-s 957 

coupling, and can therefore be analyzed precisely as (classical) identity-like proposals [1.6.2.2]: they 958 

do not allow for complete-and-reliable frameworks. 959 

Analysis of quantum theories-of-consciousness that do propose physics-theoretic dynamical 960 

novelties is equally straightforward. If quantum-theoretic dynamical innovations are further 961 

articulated to explicitly provide for virtue-of-s coupling and e.g. associated T3-requirements, then 962 

T3-style completeness-and-reliability can pertain. Otherwise, according to main-text results, it 963 

cannot. 964 

 965 

1.6.5. Summary: D7-setting-related conclusions differing in prior approaches 966 

A common (arguably, default) approach in the mainstream consciousness-research experimental 967 

literature is to set aside or separate definition-of-conscious-experience problems (to the extent that 968 

either problems themselves or set-aside/separate response-strategies are even acknowledged). This 969 

approach corresponds to what has been termed here (the search for) viability-under-D8-suspension; 970 
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main-text reasoning in the D7-setting denies the completeness-and-reliability of such approaches. 971 

Differences between main-text views and often implicit assertions in the literature of no-972 

methodological-problems can be explained with respect to two primary sources; for identity [1.6.2.1] 973 

and identity-like [1.6.2.2] approaches, a failure in the literature to properly account for the 974 

completeness-necessity of ls-resolution; and for functionalist [1.6.3] approaches, a failure to account 975 

for the lack of reliability in introspective assessments necessary to frame any functionalist theory 976 

with enough detail to offer theory-discriminative capacity. In these and other cases [1.6.4], due-977 

diligence analyses do not identify serious flaws or omissions in main-text reasoning. 978 

 979 

1.7. Alternative conclusions related to theory-of-consciousness considerations 980 

Due-diligence discussions thus far [1.4-1.6] have focused on philosophical issues. Another possible 981 

basis for alternative conclusions might be found instead in putative main-text-deficiencies in the 982 

address of theories-of-consciousness. First, D7-setting results depend critically on A1’s assumption 983 

of basic-coherence for theories I and II [1.7.1]. Next [1.7.2], main-text results more generally depend 984 

on the sufficiency of symbolism for theories-of-consciousness as a whole: for example, if symbolism 985 

is not in fact general-in-scope, certain theories-of-consciousness not included might have some 986 

naturally-dominant status that itself resolves theory-arbitration problems. Finally, and relatedly, the 987 

case-by-case-style due-diligence method evokes a consideration of the large set of theories-of-988 

consciousness proposed elsewhere, to see if any of these are exactly naturally-dominant candidates 989 

[1.7.3-1.7.4] 990 

 991 

1.7.1. Alternatives to A1 (basic-coherence of theory I and theory II) 992 

As (Block, 1996) notes, certain apparent empirical properties of conscious experience can be taken to 993 

support the view that first-person report does not account for all details in certain conscious 994 

experiences. Thus, attempts to exclude theory-I-style detail on inconsistency-with-data grounds [an 995 

approach also discussed in (Block, 1996)] fail to be conclusive. In any case, as noted in the main text, 996 

excluding theory-I (say) because of first-person-report data begs the question: without additional 997 

metaphysical assumptions, the comprehensive accuracy of first-person report data is the very point at 998 

issue in theory-I/II discrimination. Thus, it seems hard to find an alternative to A1’s assertion that 999 

theory-I and theory-II are basically-coherent. (Generously, the main-text allows that basic-coherence 1000 

might include an assessment of current-field relevance. If the theory-I/II contrast is excluded on this 1001 

somewhat-subjective criterion, straightforward elaborations such as theory-III/IV are certainly the 1002 

subject of ongoing debate.) 1003 

 1004 

1.7.2. Generality and accuracy of symbolism for theories-of-consciousness 1005 

As noted in the main text (Figure 7 caption), basic symbolism (e.g. Eqs. 3-4) needs to be elaborated 1006 

upon to capture conscious-experiential dependence on factors such as vigilance, attention, context, 1007 

for a given stimulus. One example of elaboration to account e.g. for a phase-coupling dependence of 1008 
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conscious-experiential detail was given in Eqs. 21-25. Another kind of extension is depicted in main-1009 

text Figure 7, which illustrates the introduction of a new measure B classified by D as the associative-1010 

basis for conscious experience. 1011 

Given that a variety of elaborations and extensions can (sometimes, must) be made to centrally-1012 

employed “C e” and “C a” notation, are there one or more amended cases that could circumvent 1013 

main-text theorems? We can examine this in two parts. First, independent of notation that 1014 

encapsulates theories-of-consciousness, are there theories that can circumvent main-text theorems? 1015 

This will be the topic of [1.7.3-1.7.4]. Second, for those theories considered in main-text analyses, 1016 

did notation itself neglect or suppress any relevant possibilities? Given the rather straightforward 1017 

nature of reasoning, this seems unlikely. Due-diligence scope suggests that we “look elsewhere” for 1018 

notational alternatives, but this is rather a weak test given novel introduction of symbol-expressions. 1019 

For now, we simply observe that main-text reasoning only requires a single simple case involving a 1020 

few stimuli, and a subject with a fixed and constant attentional set and level-of-vigilance. (Even then, 1021 

variations in attention and vigilance would not invalidate main-text results, although notation to 1022 

handle these situations has not been developed, in interests of succinctness.) 1023 

 1024 

1.7.3. Do “information integration”-style theories offer methodological resolutions? 1025 

One leading current theory-of-consciousness candidate is information-integration theory (Tononi and 1026 

Edelman, 1998; Tononi, 2004; Balduzzi and Tononi, 2009; Tegmark, 2014). This theory is a natural 1027 

place to begin assessments of whether the large set of theory-of-consciousness hypotheses contains 1028 

any naturally dominant candidate capable by itself of theory-arbitration (e.g. by virtue of its clear 1029 

superiority over all other potentially-competing hypotheses). The problem with establishing “natural 1030 

dominance” of this kind lies first in disallowing purely-subjective assessments (as distinct from 1031 

theoretical proofs of dominance), and then in constructing scientific-reliability. For example, even 1032 

allowing that information integration theory has certain subjectively-attractive features (perhaps, 1033 

illustratively, so attractive that no other theories are to be considered), within the set of information-1034 

integration alternatives there are a large number of competing hypotheses concerning the level of 1035 

information-integration that gives rise to conscious experience. A scientifically-reliable approach first 1036 

minimally identifies two competing hypotheses. For example, let hypothesis 1 be the view that all 1037 

levels of information-integration give rise (associatively) to conscious experience (a pan-psychist 1038 

hypothesis), and let hypothesis 2 be the view that there is some threshold parameter, 0 say, which 1039 

some specified information-integration measure must exceed for conscious-experiential association 1040 

to occur. (To delineate hypothesis 2 from hypothesis 1 we impose 0 > 0.) How are we to decide 1041 

between these two hypotheses? In the absence of zeroth-order advances or additional e.g. 1042 

metaphysical assumptions, this question then directly returns us to main-text problems involved in 1043 

scientifically-reliable first-person report. Of course, scientifically-reliable report can exist – but 1044 

whether this occurs is completely independent of information-integration theory’s proposals. 1045 

Increasingly sophisticated mathematical-physics statements of information-integration theories 1046 

(Tegmark, 2014) might suggest that these approaches are already (or are converging to) a zeroth-1047 

order physics-theoretic advance. But straightforward comparison of information-integration 1048 

formalism with the -requirement for a zeroth-order innovation in physical theory shows that this 1049 

feature is absent. Again, information-integration might be set in an -capable context at some future 1050 
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point, but there is nothing inherent to information-integration that suggests it is a natural candidate 1051 

for elaboration in this way. (Instead, natural candidates can be found in certain fundamental-physical 1052 

theories rather than in the collection of neurobiologically-detailed theories-of-consciousness, 1053 

although justification of this point is beyond present scope.) 1054 

 1055 

1.7.4. Other neurobiological theories-of-consciousness 1056 

Discussions concerning information-integration theory [1.7.3] generalize directly to other specific 1057 

neurobiologically-based theories-of-consciousness (Seth, 2007): no matter how attractive a particular 1058 

candidate is, there is always a competing hypothesis (frequently in terms of different versions of the 1059 

attractive candidate), and scientifically-reliable theory-arbitration will then generally depend on 1060 

scientifically-reliable first-person report, returning us to the natural-order conditions and 1061 

consequences of main-text theorems. 1062 

 1063 

1.8. Alternative conclusions related to experimental methods 1064 

This subsection extends [1.7]’s coverage complementing philosophical due-diligence of [1.4-1.6], by 1065 

considering alternative conclusions related to experimental content of the main text. Two distinct 1066 

kinds of discussion are given. First, alternatives to A2’s Hint characterization of meter-reliability are 1067 

evaluated [1.8.1]. Second, consideration is given to potentially-incomplete main-text consideration of 1068 

consciousness-research experimental methods [1.8.2-1.8.6]. (Incompleteness might invalidate main-1069 

text reasoning, if some not-considered method could in fact perform e.g. theory-I/II arbitration under 1070 

orthodox dynamical-closure.)   This second kind of discussion includes content concerning: existing 1071 

methods (both non-interventionist [1.8.2] and interventionist [1.8.3]); currently-emergent methods 1072 

[1.8.4, 1.8.5.1]; possible future technological innovations [1.8.5.2]; and the possibility of new, future, 1073 

modes-of-reasoning that might establish arbitration-relevance of data collected by current or future 1074 

methods  [1.8.6].  1075 

[In present usage, a “non-interventionist” experiment in consciousness research manipulates brain-1076 

dynamical and conscious-experiential states primarily via presentation of various different external 1077 

stimuli; an “interventionist” experiment complements stimulus-variation with interventions designed 1078 

to directly alter brain-dynamical state holding stimulus constant. Examples of interventionist 1079 

paradigms include “synthetic lesions” using TMS (Beckers and Homberg, 1992) and transcranial DC 1080 

stimulation (de Graaf and Sack, 2014).] 1081 

 1082 

1.8.1. Alternatives to A2’s Hint-based reliability criterion 1083 

Certainly, a variety of alternative specific forms for meter-interaction criteria exist in the quantum 1084 

physics literature [e.g. quantum non-demolition (Aharonov and Albert, 1980) and quantum 1085 

tomography (Smithey et al., 1993)). But these criteria are harder for conscious-experience-associated 1086 

states to meet than A2’s Hint expression (Eq. 20). The only immediately-apparent Hint-alternative 1087 

explanation for implicit assertions of neural-correlates reliability elsewhere is that scientifically-1088 
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reliable measurements can be made by meters that are not coupled to system-properties-of-interest: 1089 

this seems self-evidently impossible on grounds of basic physical logic (although perhaps some 1090 

“very”-zeroth-order innovation in physical theory might provide new insights on this point). 1091 

 1092 

1.8.2. Contrasts available in non-interventionist paradigms 1093 

Non-interventionist methods for theory-I/II discrimination in the main text might appear to have been 1094 

given insufficient consideration, notably because only simple variation-of-stimulus paradigms were 1095 

discussed (e.g. main-text Figure 3). Nevertheless, as main-text discussion of theory-III/IV 1096 

discrimination indicates, simple paradigms are sufficient to identify a basic critical problem that 1097 

cannot be overcome by alternative designs [e.g. masking (Moutoussis and Zeki, 2002; Haynes et al., 1098 

2005), inattentional blindness (Mack and Rock, 2000), attentional blink (Dux and Marois, 2009), and 1099 

so forth]: under orthodox dynamical-closure, there is simply no scientifically-reliable e-causal 1100 

information-transmission that could disentangle stimulus-report-phenomena from first-person-report-1101 

phenomena (main-text Figure 5). 1102 

 1103 

1.8.3. Information available in interventionist paradigms 1104 

This subsection examines the criticism that main-text treatment insufficiently addresses 1105 

interventionist paradigms appealed to elsewhere. ([1.8.2] discussed only criticisms of main-text 1106 

sufficiency with respect to non-interventionist experiments.)  1107 

 1108 

1.8.3.1. Unreliability of first-person report establishes non-trustable nature 1109 

In fact, main-text results establishing non-interventionist scientific-unreliability under orthodox 1110 

dynamical-closure also suffice to prove the (orthodox-closure) non-trustable nature of any 1111 

interventionist experiment that uses first-person report to measure the effects of interventions. If first-1112 

person report is not used, effects of interventions must remain private, no data is collected, and 1113 

purely theoretical approaches (metaphysical assumptions or zeroth-order innovations) become the 1114 

sole means of attack. Nevertheless, intuitively at least, interventionist experiments might seem to 1115 

offer the potential for post-experiment reports of variation in contents of conscious experience that 1116 

are not present in the more conventional non-interventionist paradigms. Therefore, brief expositions 1117 

will be given demonstrating orthodox-closure problems with first-person report both in-experiment 1118 

[1.8.3.2] and post-experiment [1.8.3.3], for interventionist methods. 1119 

 1120 

1.8.3.2. In-experiment reports 1121 

Consider a brain state in which (main-text Eqs. 13-18) 1122 
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C1,abc[{A(Ar1,i)}] = 1, C2,def [{A(Ar2, j)}] = 1,   1sab(Xr1,c)  2sde(Xr2, f)    (26) 1123 

i.e. in which S1-activity encodes 1sab(Xr1,c) and U2-activity encodes 2sde(Xr2, f). (Equation numbering 1124 

in present Supplementary Material continues from that of the main text, thus rendering further main-1125 

text/Supplementary-Material qualifications unnecessary.) Relative to such a pre-existing brain state, 1126 

let Intervention 1 disrupt S1 activity while holding all other brain activity unchanged, so that 1127 

C1,abc[{A(Ar1,i)}] = 0, C2,def [{A(Ar2, j)}] = 1,   1sab(Xr1,c)  2sde(Xr2, f)    (27) 1128 

and let Intervention 2 disrupt U2 activity, again while holding all other brain activity unchanged, so 1129 

that 1130 

C1,abc[{A(Ar1,i)}] = 1, C2,def [{A(Ar2, j)}] = 0,   1sab(Xr1,c)  2sde(Xr2, f)    (28) 1131 

(Usually, disrupting S1 as in Intervention 1 would also disrupt U2-dynamics and dynamics in other 1132 

areas depending on S1 for input. Similarly, U2 disruptions would usually disrupt U2-dependent 1133 

dynamics. Present and conventional intervention-styles both lead to the same conclusions concerning 1134 

the reliability of interventionist methods. Separately, functionalist views might deny that disruption 1135 

plus intervention sufficient to keep other brain-dynamics intact would lead to the disruption of 1136 

conscious experience, but this leads to the same analytical outcome: interventions are not theory-1137 

arbitration effective.) 1138 

According to both theory I (Eqs. 13-15) and theory II (Eqs. 16-18) under orthodox dynamical-1139 

closure, Intervention 1 leaves report unchanged, and Intervention 2 eliminates report (main-text 1140 

Figure 4). Certainly, Intervention 1 eliminates conscious experience if theory I is true, and 1141 

Intervention 2 eliminates conscious experience if theory II is true, but no in-experiment report can be 1142 

made. Finally, if some theory other than I and II is true, and report of alteration in conscious 1143 

experience occurs, this report is scientifically-unreliable, as are analyses employing such reports. 1144 

 1145 

1.8.3.3. Post-experiment reports 1146 

Despite insurmountable orthodox-closure problems with first-person report in-experiment [1.8.3.2], 1147 

intuition might suggest that report can be made after experimental interventions, thus arbitrating 1148 

between theories I and II. Post-experiment report must employ some form of memory. For 1149 

definiteness, consider two possible memory-based reports respectively utilizing vivid recall (the later 1150 

re-creation of the in-experiment conscious experience) and declarative recall (the recall of an in-1151 

experiment thought encapsulating the relationship between Interventions 1-and-2 [1.8.3.2] and the 1152 

contents of conscious experience). 1153 

Vivid recall can be explained as (possibly partial) generation of brain-dynamical states that 1154 

occurred at the time of the event recalled, thus leading to a repeat of conscious experience at the time 1155 

of the event recalled (assuming that recall-generated brain-dynamical states are conscious-experience 1156 

associated, e.g. via Eqs. 13 or 17). Clearly, first-person report based on re-generation of brain states 1157 

that occurred during the experiment must be subject to the same analyses [1.8.3.2] as excluded 1158 
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scientifically-reliable first-person report during the experiment itself (under orthodox-closure). 1159 

Declarative recall presumes that a memory trace is created during the experiment whose content 1160 

details the variation of contents of conscious experience during both Interventions (Eqs. 27 and 28) 1161 

and during intermediate restoration of the pre-existing brain state (Eq. 26). But a scientifically-1162 

reliable memory creation must conform to A2’s Hint-requirements, and this is excluded under 1163 

orthodox dynamical-closure.  1164 

Taking both analyses together, under orthodox-closure either there is no data (no memory or no 1165 

recall), or the data is not scientifically-reliable. This establishes that main-text treatment of the 1166 

general class of interventionist approaches is in fact comprehensive. Newly-emerging specific-1167 

methods for making interventions are discussed further in [1.8.5.1]. 1168 

 1169 

1.8.4. Introspection as a developing experimental modality 1170 

The view has been advanced [e.g. (Paller and Suzuki, 2014)] that introspective training such as that 1171 

employed in certain spiritual traditions may be harnessed in consciousness research to increase 1172 

reliability and sensitivity in trained first-person report. According to main-text theorems, such 1173 

training may indeed be the equivalent of developing better meters in physical science, if virtue-of-s 1174 

coupling pertains. On the other hand, under orthodox dynamical-closure, increasingly detailed and 1175 

repetition-reliable report derived from training is indistinguishable from the enhancement of 1176 

stimulus-report systems. 1177 

 1178 

1.8.5. New empirical approaches may be discovered 1179 

1.8.5.1. Currently-emergent technologies 1180 

Comments emphasizing the future promise of optogenetic methods (Gamez, 2014; Koch, 2012) and 1181 

recent contributions utilizing novel paradigms such as transcranial direct stimulation (de Graaf and 1182 

Sack, 2014) suggest that currently-emergent technologies may solve main-text orthodox-closure 1183 

problems. In fact, methods suggested and employed do not escape main-text theorems, because they 1184 

are simply novel (and often more powerful) techniques for performing manipulations whose 1185 

methodological basis is already fully addressed e.g. in C-symbol-analyses [1.8.3]. 1186 

 1187 

1.8.5.2. Consciousness-meters 1188 

If some future technological innovation yielded a meter Ms that directly measured {lsab (l,c)} 1189 

states (Figure 1B, main text), main-text reasoning would fail, because R[“s”] first-person data 1190 

could be replaced by scientifically-reliable Ms-readings. But meters of this kind cannot exist under 1191 

orthodox dynamical-closure, because then any meter must be constituted of orthodox matter, and 1192 

direct measurement would require ls-resolving e-causal effects of conscious-experience-associated 1193 
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matter-states on meter-matter; these effects must be beyond those allowed under orthodox-closure. 1194 

Main-text results do not of course rule out the future possibility of an Ms-apparatus, but that 1195 

possibility does not falsify any main-text theorem. 1196 

 1197 

1.8.6. Possible innovations in the transfer of experimental data from one context to another 1198 

The structure of the problem of conscious experience rules out views that the orthodox-closure meter 1199 

problem might be analogous to problems in probing the inner structure of stars (Blackmore, 2005), or 1200 

to problems of assigning properties to far-distant particles (Block, 2005). Inferences concerning 1201 

stellar structure are possible because constituents of stars couple with entities that couple with 1202 

terrestrial meters. And the assignment of properties e.g. to far-distant electrons based on terrestrial 1203 

study of electrons is not analogous to present problems. Problems discussed here do not concern the 1204 

transference of inferences established for oneself to the situation of “other minds”: in their most basic 1205 

and pervasive form [1.4.5, 1.4.6, 1.5.2.2], they concern the scientific reliability in the first instance of 1206 

one’s own subjective analyses, under orthodox-dynamical closure. 1207 

 1208 

1.9. Summary: due-diligence and the outlook for consciousness research 1209 

Due-diligence analyses help to clarify longstanding debates in the consciousness research, generally 1210 

in favor of appropriately-qualified minority views. For example: (Wilkes, 1988) is right that 1211 

“consciousness” is a scientifically-meaningless term, if orthodox dynamical-closure pertains; (Cohen 1212 

and Dennett, 2011) correctly states that “the hard problem is an impossible problem”, if orthodox 1213 

dynamical-closure pertains; (Hawking, 2000) properly asserts the unreliability of fundamental-1214 

physics-theoretic advances premised on consciousness research, if orthodox dynamical-closure 1215 

pertains; and so on. The acute salience of these clarifications should be clear given that the 1216 

mainstream view in consciousness research appears to be premised on the assumption that orthodox 1217 

dynamical-closure does pertain. 1218 

A recent commentary (Block et al., 2014) identified parallels between economic theory and 1219 

consciousness research. In conjunction with strong and longstanding methodological criticisms of 1220 

economics by Nobel Laureates in that field (Leontief, 1982; Coase, 1999; Taylor, 2001), main-text 1221 

results indicate another parallel: both economics and consciousness research lack a methodological 1222 

foundation akin to that of measurement-theory in physical sciences. Constructively, main-text 1223 

experimental analyses indicate scientific means for resolution of methodological controversies in 1224 

consciousness research that is not currently apparent for economic theory. 1225 

According to one famous anecdote (http://cbc.ucsd.edu/blog/archives/cat_scientificmethod.php), it 1226 

has been suggested that because the discovery of DNA did not depend on a definition of life, 1227 

conscious-experiential research may be able to proceed without a definition of conscious experience. 1228 

But the syllogism is self-evidently lacking in coherence (although, of course, this criticism does not 1229 

itself establish the necessity of consciousness-definition): first, the two referents of the “because” 1230 

clause (“DNA” and “life”) are not identical, whereas conscious-experience is definitively the object 1231 

of conscious-experiential research [“life” can be defined in terms of living systems e.g. with 1232 
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reproductive, self-repair, and metabolism properties (Rosen, 1991), and even after seminal DNA-1233 

related discoveries, it is conceptually possible that non-DNA-based  life exists e.g. on other planets; 1234 

in contrast, it seems clear that no definition of conscious-experiential research can be given 1235 

independent of a reference to conscious-experience]; second, even if the basic structure of the 1236 

analogy did hold, analogy is a means of inspiration in science, not a means of proof – each case must 1237 

be examined on the basis of the case-specific facts, to see if analogical inspirations actually pertain. 1238 

Because it first establishes an ontologically- and metaphysically-general characterization of 1239 

consciousness research, main-text examination of the case-specific facts might be attributed a 1240 

reliability beyond analogical assertion. 1241 

Perhaps even more famously, early hopes for modern consciousness research included an end to 1242 

interminable philosophical debates (Crick, 1996). The goal of the main-text and Supplementary 1243 

Material here is not at all to invigorate any kind of interminable dialog, but rather to establish a 1244 

definitive methodological foundation for the field that brings controversies to an end. Developments 1245 

in consciousness research built on early suspensions of definitional requirements may yet turn out to 1246 

be of great explanatory value. However, according to main-text results, the realization of that value 1247 

lies not in the continuation of an almost-exclusive focus on various kinds of neural-correlates 1248 

empiricism, but in the development of new experimental and theoretical approaches directed 1249 

specifically towards hitherto-neglected methodological foundations. 1250 

  1251 
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